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A B S T R A C T   

Substantial research efforts are under way to optimize the production of composites enhanced by the incorpo-
ration of nanomaterial fillers such as multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). It is therefore critical to develop 
robust methods to detect and characterize MWCNTs in nanocomposites to measure product performance and 
potential risks from release of the MWCNTs. In this study, the effectiveness of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS), Raman spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) methods is assessed on a series of MWCNT- 
epoxy nanocomposites samples. A general trend of positive correlation between signal intensity and MWCNT 
mass loading was observed by both Raman spectroscopy and XPS. Raman spectroscopy was capable of detecting 
MWCNTs at the lowest nominal concentration tested (0.01%), while for XPS, MWCNTs were detected down to a 
threshold of approximately 0.5%. Analysis of the same locations of two nanocomposite samples with nominal 
MWCNT mass fractions of 0.3% and 1% using Raman chemical imaging and SEM revealed a similar detectability 
of MWCNT clusters and with the higher mass loading sample having a greater number of MWCNT-rich domains. 
Overall, these results show a good comparability among the different techniques and therefore provide 
comprehensive, nondestructive microscopy methods to characterize nanocomposites.   

1. Introduction 

Nanocomposites (composites formed by the addition of nano-
materials to a polymer matrix) often have improved properties 
compared to the neat polymer, thereby yielding novel application op-
portunities[1]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), especially multiwall carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs), are a common nanomaterial filler in nano-
composites owing to exceptional properties such as their electrical/th-
ermal conductivity, mechanical strength, and large surface area[2–9]. 
The improved properties of nanocomposites incorporating MWCNTs 
have led to research exploring their potential applications in a wide 

range of industries such as construction and aerospace[10,11]. 
The substantial promise for nanocomposite materials in consumer 

products raises the importance of being able to accurately characterize 
MWCNTs in polymers. Developing methods to detect MWCNTs in 
nanocomposites can support research to optimize performance and to 
identify the potential risks to human health or the environment of 
MWCNT-enabled consumer products [12-14] as a possible result of 
MWCNT release during the product lifetime[15–23]. Numerous tech-
niques have been established to detect and quantify loose MWCNTs in 
environmental and biological matrices[24–26]. However, there are very 
few protocols to characterize MWCNTs in nanocomposites and released 
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fragments from these materials. Furthermore, these protocols have not 
yet been validated. It is critical to assess the applicability of techniques 
developed for quantification of MWCNTs for use with MWCNT nano-
composites, the capacity for various techniques to detect MWCNTs in 
polymer matrices at different MWCNT loadings, and the comparability 
among analytical techniques for analyzing MWCNTs in nanocomposite 
samples. In addition, measurements of the spatial distribution of 
MWCNTs in polymer nanocomposites are important both with regards 
to optimizing the manufacturing of these materials as well as the po-
tential for MWCNT release. In a recent study, comparable results of the 
MWCNT spatial distribution were observed in nanocomposite materials 
at nominal mass loading concentrations of 1%, 4% and 5% using im-
aging X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM), and Raman imaging[27–29]. However, the capacity to 
assess the spatial distribution at lower concentrations, which are also 
highly relevant for MWCNT nanocomposite consumer products, was not 
determined. 

In this study, the capacity for Raman spectroscopy, XPS, and SEM to 
characterize MWCNTs in nanocomposite samples at extremely low 
MWCNT concentration regime is evaluated. The nanocomposite samples 
were produced at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
through industrially-relevant processes and spanned a concentration 
range of two orders of magnitude from a nominal mass fraction of 
MWCNT 0.01%–1% (referred to as simply “%” for the remainder of this 
work)[27,30,31]. The spatial analysis of MWCNTs was also assessed 
using samples at MWCNT concentrations of 0.3% and 1% with Raman 
and SEM imaging. Comparison of these different characterization tech-
niques and their respective abilities to detect and locate MWCNTs in 
nanocomposite materials is detailed. The characterization protocols 
developed in this work can be utilized in future environmental and 
health studies involving low concentration of MWCNTs in released 
fragments from nanocomposites. 

2. Experimental methodsy

2.1. Nanocomposite sample preparation 

MWCNT-epoxy nanocomposites were prepared at various MWCNT 
concentrations. Commercially available MWCNT (Graphistrength C100 
(R&D), Batch 110314, Lot 005) were used as received from Arkema 
(King of Prussia, PA) and contained less than 12% catalyst as reported 
(aluminum oxide ≤ 7% and iron oxide ≤ 5%). The average nanotube size 
was determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (average 
diameter = 31 nm ± 7 nm, average length = 302 nm ± 164 nm) [32] 
(unless otherwise noted, all uncertainties are one standard deviation 
taken from at least five measurements). 

The matrix was comprised of a two-part epoxy/polyetherdiamine 
formulation. Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA, D.E.R. 332, Sigma 
Life Science, St. Louis, MO) was the epoxide monomer combined with 
two polyetherdiamine hardeners (Huntsman Jeffamines D-230 and D- 
2000 at a mass ratio of 9 to 1) to enhance epoxy toughness. Varying 
MWCNT mass fraction nanocomposites were prepared ranging from 
0.01% to 1% (Fig. 1a). Visual inspection was used to optimize the mixing 
time, with more complete details regarding the preparation of the 
composite samples utilized in this study having been published previ-
ously[31,32]. For additional details regarding curing and MWCNT 
loading effects on dispersion, the reader is referred to prior studies[32, 
33]. 

2.1.1. Bulk sample preparation 
Nine pieces of bulk samples with a range of MWCNT mass loadings 

(0.01%, 0.05%, 0.10%, 0.20%, 0.30%, 0.40%, 0.50%, 0.75%, and 1%) 
were used for the Raman, SEM and XPS studies. The various formula-
tions were poured into silicone molds and cured at 80 ◦C for 48 h. The 
lateral dimensions of the bulk samples were 25 mm by 75 mm and the 
thickness of each specimen varied as shown in Fig. 1a. These samples 
were prepared by grinding and subsequent sectioning as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. 

2.1.2. Thin film sample preparation 
After macroscopic sectioning, thin films were subsequently prepared 

via an ultramicrotome (Leica Ultracut). Films with a thickness of 500 nm 
were sectioned and directly mounted on copper TEM grids. For direct 
comparison of the MWCNT heterogeneity within the polymer matrix, 
0.30% and 1% MWCNT concentrations were imaged with Raman and 
SEM. 

2.2. Raman spectroscopy 

All Raman spectra were acquired under ambient conditions with a 
micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw InVia Raman system) equipped 
with three (514 nm, 633 nm and 785 nm) wavelength excitation lasers 
operating in 180◦ backscattering geometry. Spectra were collected 
through a 50 times magnification objective that focuses the excitation 
laser to an approximately 2 μm diameter spot. Two gratings (1800 lines/ 
mm and 1200 lines/mm) were in use for 633 nm/514 nm and 785 nm, 
respectively. A 1.25 cm charge-coupled device (CCD) detector was used 
to record the signal. Raman spectra on bulk samples were collected with 
all three-excitation wavelength with laser power of approximately 1 
mW. Exposure time and accumulation numbers were tuned to obtain a 
spectrum with an acceptably high signal-to-noise ratio while minimizing 
acquisition time. Analysis was conducted on the MWCNT powder, neat 
polymer bulk samples, and MWCNT nanocomposite samples at various 
MWCNT loadings. 

Raman mapping was performed on microtome samples with 0.30% 
and 1.00% MWCNT concentrations. For each sample, a large area 
Raman map was collected on an 80 μm by 80 μm area that spanned an 
entire window of the TEM grid with a raster step size of 4 μm, and 60 s 
exposure time at each point (each area was scanned twice). Next, a 
smaller area within the larger region was selected for high resolution 
Raman mapping with a 0.75 μm step size and 60 s exposure time at each 
point (each area was scanned twice). Maps were constructed with in-
tegrated area ratios of G′ peak (2D) at approximately 2700 cm− 1 to 
polymer peak at approximately 3100 cm− 1. Raman maps were created 
with a 514 nm excitation laser at which both peaks of interest (G′ and the 
polymer peak) were able to be fully collected with a fixed grating 
measurement. The laser was maintained below 0.3 mW to avoid 
damaging the microtomed nanocomposite samples. 

2.3. Scanning electron microscope and scanning transmission electron 
microscopy 

SEM and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM in SEM) 
were performed with a focused ion beam (FIB) SEM (FEI Helios NanoLab 
600, Hillsboro, OR) equipped with a retractable STEM detector. Before 
image acquisition, the NIST protocol28 was followed to minimize the 
sources of electron-beam-induced contamination of the SEM itself using 
a low-energy oxygen plasma[34]. 

Secondary electron (SE) SEM images of the bulk specimens were 
acquired at 8 keV landing energy and 43 pA beam current. The TEM 
grids were used for SEM analysis using STEM following Raman analysis. 
Samples prepared for transmission electron microscopy analysis are 
sufficiently thin for STEM imaging in the SEM. Bright field (BF) STEM 
images of 500 nm thick samples were obtained at 30 keV electron 
landing energy and 1.4 nA beam current. Properly managing sample 

† Certain commercial product or equipment is described in this paper in order 
to specify adequately the experimental procedure. In no case does such iden-
tification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that it is necessarily the best 
available for the purpose. 
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charging to take advantage of it is key to SEM imaging for identifying the 
amount, the distribution and the 3D structure of CNTs in epoxy. The 
samples proved to have sufficient conductivity to avoid charge accu-
mulation that would prohibit SEM imaging. Excessive sample charging 
happened only with a pure epoxy sample, i.e., with no CNT. SE signal 
generation is a complex process, in which suitably controlled sample 
charging can be used to image CNTs at depths of couple of 100 nm 
deeper, into non-conductive epoxy[35]. The typical SE escape depth is a 
couple of nanometers for metals and up to about max. about 10 times as 
much for insulators. Thin Os conductive coating of bulk of samples made 
it possible to reveal areas where the CNTs were more or less evenly 
dispersed. Here also, managing of sample charging made this contrast 
viable for low magnification imaging. With uncoated samples, the ef-
fects of CNTs on sample charging, even in low (local) concentration, 
makes it possible to image CNTs at so high magnifications that the wall 
structure of MWCNTs and impurities can be revealed. The Supplemen-
tary Information Fig. 1 and 5 show evidence for this. 

2.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

Photoelectron spectra were acquired of bulk nanocomposite speci-
mens on a spectrometer (Axis Ultra DLD, Kratos Analytical Ltd., Chest-
nut Ridge, NY). The polymer-rich surface layer of the nanocomposites 
was first removed with a milling tool (Leica TXP, Buffalo Grove, IL) as 
has been previously described [27] and loaded into the ultra-high vac-
uum (UHV) chamber (Pbase ≈ 2.7 10− 7 Pa) to pump down overnight. 
Spectra were generated using monochromatic Al Kα X-rays operating at 
104 W and emitted photoelectrons were collected along the surface 
normal in the absence of charge neutralization. Electrons were collected 
from an area defined by a hybrid lens and a slot aperture[36], and high 
resolution spectra were acquired at a pass energy of 40 eV. Wide range, 
survey spectra were also acquired, but at a pass energy 160 eV. Survey 
spectra were present to ensure that the expected signals were all present 
despite the charging. Survey spectra were also acquired in the absence of 
charging. 

Samples spanning the full MWCNT sample loading range (0.01%– 

1%) were analyzed by XPS. Spectra were acquired three to four times for 
each concentration of MWCNTs from spatially unique positions on the 
same specimen. Measurements were acquired every 0.1 eV with a dwell 
time of 0.3 s for ten or more sweeps. The lowest concentration samples 
(0.01% and 0.05%) were not measured within the same window for high 
resolution spectra due to a large degree of charging which yielded 
negligible counts. 

Survey spectra were also acquired using charge neutralization to 
check for contaminants and catalyst contributions. For the 1.00% 
MWCNT composites, the survey spectra (not shown) appeared consis-
tent with the epoxy composition with only carbon, oxygen and nitrogen 
signals present. For contaminants and catalysts, no other elements were 
detected and adventitious carbon could not be distinguished from the 
composite carbon signature if it was present. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Raman, XPS, and SEM study on bulk samples with different MWCNT 
loading 

3.1.1. Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectra of MWCNT powder and neat polymer were acquired 

using three different laser lines for use in comparing and extracting 
spectral information of the epoxy polymer and the MWCNTs, as can be 
seen in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. For each excitation line, the neat 
epoxy polymer is characterized by several sharp Raman features in the 
range of 500 cm− 1 to 1700 cm− 1, as well as a set of peaks between 2500 
cm− 1 to 3200 cm− 1. Due to non-resonant Raman scattering, the posi-
tions of all polymer peaks are independent of laser energy. The Raman 
spectra for the raw MWCNT powder in the range of 500 cm− 1 to 1700 
cm− 1 for each laser were dominated by D-band contributions (at 
approximately 1300 cm− 1), attributed to disorder induced by defects, 
and the G-band (at approximately 1600 cm− 1), due to the in-plane vi-
bration of the graphite lattice[37,38]. In addition, the MWCNT powder 
exhibits the G′-band (2600 cm− 1 to 2700 cm− 1), which is the overtone of 
the D-band.30 The G-band position is independent of incident laser while 

Fig. 1. Schematic of sample preparation of MWCNT nanocomposites. (a) Liquid MWCNT/epoxy mixture was poured into a silicone mold. Excess material was added 
to each cavity of the mold to prevent de-wetting. Significant curvature due to surface tension was observed on the top surface of each sample. (b–d) Subsequent 
sectioning of the cured MWCNT composite sample to a final size of 0.4 mm × 0.3 mm x 500 nm (standard deviation = 0.04 mm for larger dimensions and 20 nm for 
thickness dimension). Dashed lines indicate locations where material was removed, either by grinding (b) or direct sectioning (c and d). (e) Films (thickness = 500 
nm) were prepared by microtoming and placed onto TEM grids for imaging by SEM and Raman. Both the side view (left) and top view (right) of the grid-mounted 
sample configuration are shown. 
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the G′-band is dispersive to the excitation laser energy as indicated by 
the dashed lines in Fig. 2b [37]. Although it is not as readily apparent in 
Fig. 2b, the D-band position is also dispersive, though to a smaller 
degree. 

Three commonly employed laser lines with wavelengths of 514 nm, 
633 nm, and 785 nm were used to demonstrate the versatility of the 
Raman spectroscopy technique in characterizing MWCNT-epoxy based 
composites. Depending on the specific application, however, one laser 
line can be more advantageous over the other two. By comparing the 
spectra acquired at different laser energies seen in Fig. 2, one can 
observe that the spectra for the neat polymer is featureless around 2600 
cm− 1, in contrast to the sharp G′ peak in the MWCNT powder. Based on 
these results, the G′ peak intensity was utilized to indicate the presence 
of MWCNT. The G′ signal intensity from the 514 nm laser excitation was 
the most prominent of the three laser wavelengths in the 2500 cm− 1 

region. Therefore, the 514 nm laser was selected for Raman mapping 
purposes. All three spectra had higher intensities in the D and G peak 
regions than in the G′ region. Although epoxy peaks are present at 
wavenumbers where D and G peaks appear, due to the distinct peak 

shapes of the two materials, it is also possible to extract D or G peaks 
from the polymer features to detect the presence of MWCNTs. The 785 
nm laser yielded the highest D/polymer peak intensity ratio and was 
selected to optimize detection measurements at extremely low MWCNTs 
concentrations as will be discussed later in this paper. 

The impact of MWCNT mass loading on the Raman spectra in bulk 
samples was evaluated using the 785 nm excitation. To average the ef-
fects from sample heterogeneity, 14 arbitrary, distinct positions were 
characterized and the averages from these spectra were plotted in 
Fig. 3a. The spectra were normalized to the polymer peak at 825 cm− 1 so 
that the intensity evolution of the MWCNT peaks can be highlighted. 
The polymer peaks are clearly present in all spectra. Noticeably the D, G, 
and G′ peak intensities gradually increased with increasing MWCNT 
concentration. 

Of the three prominent MWCNT peaks, the D-band is the most 
intense feature when using 785 nm excitation, and therefore was chosen 
as the analysis target to assess the detection limit of Raman spectroscopy 
in the bulk samples with the lowest MWCNT loadings. Fig. 3b shows 
overlaid spectra from 1200 cm− 1 to 1370 cm− 1 of the neat polymer and 
the 0.01% MWCNT (the sample with the lowest MWCNT concentration 
analyzed in this study) composite and also the spectra after subtraction 
of the neat epoxy sample spectrum from that of the MWCNT nano-
composite sample. There is a clear difference between the neat polymer 
spectrum and the 1% nanocomposite spectrum; the difference matches 
the D-band features of MWCNTs[39]. This result demonstrates that 
Raman spectroscopy is capable of detecting the MWCNTs in bulk 
nanocomposites with mass loadings as low as 0.01%. Fisher et al. re-
ported a Raman based, rapid, quantitative mapping technique of 
MWCNT in composites with detection capability as low as 2.40% 
MWCNT mass loading[25]. Findings in the present work suggest that, 
with careful spectra fitting and data analysis, the detection limit via 
Raman spectroscopy of MWCNT concentrations can reach as low as 
0.01%. 

Fig. 3c shows the trend of D peak intensity vs. MWCNT loading. 
Within the tested MWCNT loading range, higher MWCNT mass loadings 
correlate with higher D peak intensities. However, the relatively large 
standard deviations values, obtained from analyzing data taken from 14 
arbitrary locations on each sample, indicate significant heterogeneity of 
the MWCNT distribution within the nanocomposite. 

3.1.2. XPS 
XPS spectra were acquired from MWCNT nanocomposites and are 

presented in Fig. 4. Consistent with previous studies[19,24,40,41], the 
prepared nanocomposites charged significantly when exposed to a flux 
of X-rays incident upon the surface due to the low conductivity associ-
ated with the epoxy rich nanocomposite regions. Fig. 4a demonstrates 
this by presenting the C (1s) regions for a subset of the nanocomposites 
measured. The C (1s) regions are dominated by the epoxy rich spectral 
feature at greater than or equal to 297 eV, significantly shifted from the 
typical aliphatic and aromatic carbon’s binding energy range of 284.5 
eV–285.0 eV, due to the positive charge at the surface. Furthermore, the 
peak maximum decreases in binding energy with increased nominal 
MWCNT concentration, an observation which previously has been 
attributed to the dissipation of charge facilitated at higher MWCNT 
concentration[27]. 

The y-scale of the C (1s) spectral regions are enhanced by two orders 
of magnitude around the region more commonly associated with 
aliphatic and aromatic carbon in Fig. 4b with Tougaard fits assigned to 
the lower binding energy tail of the charging epoxy rich feature. In the 
selected spectra, there is a spectral feature at a static location which has 
previously been attributed to MWCNT agglomerates within a composite 
by XPS imaging[27]. While this spectral feature is clearly present above 
the noise and increases with the nominal concentration of MWCNT 
added to the composite at concentrations of 0.10% and greater, a clearly 
resolved local maximum is consistently observed at approximately 
284.5 eV only starting at concentrations of 0.5% and greater. To 

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of (a) neat polymer and (b) MWCNT powder with 514 
nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm laser excitations. The spectra are offset for clarity. The 
D, G and G′ peaks of MWCNT positions are highlighted in both figures. The 
dashed lines indicate the dispersive behavior of the G′ peak. 
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demonstrate the change in this spectral feature with increased MWCNT 
loading, the average background-subtracted, intensity at 284.5 eV is 
plotted in Fig. 4c. The data and error bars are representative of the 
average plus or minus a standard deviation of 3 or 4 measurements at 
different points across a given sample to demonstrate the variability in 

the dispersion of MWCNTs in each sample. 

3.1.3. SEM and STEM 
SE and STEM images were taken to assess the MWCNT distribution in 

the bulk epoxy composite sample. SE images of the bulk sample with 

Fig. 3. (a) 785 nm laser excited Raman 
spectra of composites with different MWCNT 
mass loadings. All spectra were normalized 
to the polymer peak at approximately 825 
cm− 1, indicated by the arrow, then offset for 
clarity. All spectra for (a) and (b) are the 
average of spectra collected from 14 random 
spots on each sample. (b) Enlarged 0.01% 
nanocomposite and polymer spectra con-
taining the D-band region. Gray trace in the 
bottom panel is constructed by subtracting 
the polymer spectrum from that of nano-
composite. The leftover trace matched well 
with the D-band of MWCNT. (c) Maximum 
peak intensity at the D band position for 
each spectrum was plotted against MWCNT 
mass loading. The error bars are from the 
average of 14 spectra and 1 standard devia-
tion, indicating the variability of MWCNT 
dispersion. The dashed line linking the 
points is only to more clearly show the trend 
and is not the result of fitting a specific 

mathematical function.   

Fig. 4. (a) XP spectral profile of the C (1s) 
region is dominated by a charging feature 
shifted to higher binding energies. The peak 
position shifts to lower binding energy with 
increased nominal MWCNT concentration. 
(b) C (1s) region from (a) magnified 
approximately 100 times reveals an addi-
tional component at lower binding energies 
(approximately 284.5 eV) consistent with 
conductive carbon such as MWCNT. This 
conductive feature has been fit with a 
background, selected to mimic the lower 
binding energy side of the epoxy rich 
feature. (c) Plot of the background- 
subtracted XPS intensity versus nominal 
MWCNT loading at 284.5 eV. Data reflect an 
average of at least 3 measurements and 1 
standard deviation.   

Fig. 5. SEM images of a bulk sample (0.30% MWCNT). The charge contrast reveals the MWCNT-rich (dark) and epoxy (bright) areas. (a) The bulk sample without 
any conductive layer. The charge build-up makes SE yields higher at epoxy-rich and lower at MWCNT-rich areas. (b) The bulk sample after 12 nm Os coating 
revealing the same information but with better spatial resolution and reportability. 
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0.30% MWCNT concentrations were taken before (Fig. 5a) and after 
(Fig. 5b) the application of a 12 nm osmium (Os) metal coating. In 
Fig. 5a, the charge contrast reveals the MWCNT- and epoxy-rich areas in 
a thick, partially conductive sample. Charge build-up yields brighter 
epoxy-rich patterns and darker MWCNT-rich areas, as CNTs limit sample 
charging and secondary electron yield[30]. Os coating allows for 
charging-artifact-free imaging (Fig. 5b). A several nm thin layer of Os 
metal can eliminate surface charging by keeping the sample surface at 
ground potential. However, it does not remove charging inside the 
sample, therefore some charge contrast within the bulk of the sample 
can still be observed in Fig. 5b [30]. The Os coated image reveals further 
fine details and structures on the top surface that cannot be observed in 
Fig. 5a. The main advantage of performing a SEM study on bulk samples 
without coating is that it can quickly produce a map indicating the 
MWCNT loading and distribution in MWCNT-nanocomposite samples 
[19]. 

3.2. Raman and SEM imaging: comparison and evaluation of 
homogeneity of MWCNT distribution 

BF-STEM images of a 0.30% MWCNT concentration microtome 
sample confirms the existence of MWCNT in nanocomposite samples. 
Some areas in the nanocomposites have very high MWCNT concentra-
tions (Fig. 6a) while other areas have medium to low MWCNT concen-
trations (Fig. 6b). 

Although Raman spectra in Fig. 3 demonstrate the correlation be-
tween MWCNT Raman intensity versus mass loading and reveal the 
capacity of Raman analysis to identify MWCNTs in the lowest MWCNT 
concentration tested, the large variation indicated significant hetero-
geneity of the distribution of MWCNTs in the composites. To evaluate 
this distribution of MWCNTs in the nanocomposite, Raman and SEM 
imaging were conducted on the same sample and at the same location on 
microtomed samples with areas up to approximately 80 μm by 80 μm, 
with two commercially relevant MWCNT mass loadings of 0.30% and 
1%. The results of the two techniques show remarkably well correlated 
MWCNT distributions, as shown in Fig. 7. 

A large area survey scan was first conducted using Raman mapping 
and SEM on almost an entire window on the TEM grid of the 0.30% 
MWCNT nanocomposite film (Fig. 7). Fig. 7c shows an overlay of the 
Raman-mapping image (color) on top of the SEM image (black and 
white). The color contrast from blue to red indicates increasing MWCNT 
to polymer peak Raman intensity ratio and therefore increased local 
concentration of MWCNTs in the composite. Red color indicates a high 
concentration of MWCNTs, while blue indicates almost pure polymer in 
the mapping location. MWCNTs are randomly clustered into domains, or 
MWCNT hot spots, in the thin film. The MWCNT concentration in each 
domain varies significantly as indicated by the color. Within the sur-
veyed imaging area, a smaller area containing domains of high and low 
concentrations of MWCNTs was chosen to analyze the inhomogeneity of 

MWCNT distribution and resolve the fine structures of MWCNT domains 
(Fig. 7b). Fig. 7e reveals more detailed information regarding MWCNT 
domains that was not resolved in the larger area Raman mapping. The 
overlay of the SEM image and Raman map reveals that the resolved fine 
MWCNT hot spots were in excellent agreement with the observed 
MWCNT structure by SEM as shown in Fig. 7f. The neat polymer areas 
(less than 1 μm by 1 μm) among MWCNT hot spots are clearly resolved 
as seen in Fig. 7f. Significant overlap of Raman chemical imaging and 
electron microscopy data was also recently seen for other nanocarbon 
composites[28]. 

Three Raman spectra representing high MWCNT concentration do-
mains, medium concentration MWCNT domains, and bare polymer 
areas from the 0.3% MWCNT nanocomposite films are presented in 
Fig. 8. To obtain these spectra, a linear cross line was taken from the 
Raman map in Fig. 7e. To better visualize the MWCNT concentration 
distribution, the same map was plotted in 3D form in Fig. 8a. Most of the 
MWCNTs are clustered in the lower left corner of the figure, as indicated 
by peaks with higher MWCNT to polymer intensity ratio. As shown in 
Fig. 8b, the intensity ratio across the MWCNT domain/neat polymer 
boundary showed significant variance. The blue dot indicates the 
highest ratio, and the corresponding spectrum was plotted in blue in 
Fig. 8c. Similarly, the pink and red dots indicate medium and low con-
centration of MWCNT, spectra of which are shown in Fig. 8c in matching 
colors. It is clear that the G′ is absent when MWCNTs are not present, and 
as the MWCNT concentration increases, the G′ intensity grows. 

Similar Raman mapping and STEM and SE imaging were also con-
ducted on a 1% MWCNT nanocomposite film (Fig. 9). Compared to the 
results from the 0.30% MWCNT composite film, both SEM and Raman 
images showed an increased total quantity of MWCNT domains and 
more high- MWCNT-density areas. Sample regions where the density of 
MWCNT were high overheated and small holes were created by the 
irradiating laser during Raman mapping. This was rarely observed in 
0.30% sample using the same laser power and instrument settings. Both 
Raman and SEM confirmed the holes in the same location as indicated 
by the arrow in Fig. 9f. Overall, the overlay of the Raman and SEM 
images (Fig. 9c and f) show excellent agreement between the results of 
the two techniques. 

3.3. Comparison of techniques and order of characterization methods 

It is important to note that this study demonstrates a specific char-
acterization order that needs to be followed when conducting and 
comparing Raman and SEM on the same sample. After characterization 
of the sample with Raman and then SEM, the same area of the sample 
was analyzed again with Raman using the same experiment conditions. 
Interestingly, the characteristic peaks from both MWCNTs and the epoxy 
polymer disappear. Instead, an intense fluorescence background was 
measured as can be seen in Fig. 10b. A large area Raman map was 
conducted on the same window as that in Fig. 7c. Although no peaks of 

Fig. 6. Representative images from the same 0.30% MWCNT nanocomposite microtome sample showing both high (a) and low (b) MWCNT concentration areas.  
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interest were observed, if a similar analysis method of plotting the in-
tensity ratio of the fluorescence at the G′ peak position to that at polymer 
peak position is applied, Fig. 10a is the resulting image. A clear square 
can be seen in the Raman mapping with lower G′/polymer intensity 

ratio. The square matches the position where the small area SEM was 
performed. The reason behind this observation is likely amorphous 
carbon deposition on the surface of the polymer composite caused by the 
electron beam during SEM imaging[42]. Both SEM and Raman are very 

Fig. 7. A 500 nm thick nanocomposite film of 0.30% MWCNT on a TEM grid was used for both the SEM and Raman imaging. At each point of the Raman mapping, 
the integrated area ratio of G′ to the polymer peak at 3067 cm− 1 was plotted to yield the image of MWCNT concentration and distribution. (a) SEM image of large 
area containing multiple grid windows. (b) SEM image of window indicated by yellow box in (a), the striation is due to sample thickness variation caused by 
microtome blade. (c) Raman mapping of the same window in (b) overlaid on top of the SEM image. (d) SEM image of a smaller area in (b) indicated by green box. (e) 
Raman mapping of smaller area in (b) indicated by red box. (f) overlapping images of (d) and (e). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. (a) 3D form of Raman mapping image in Fig. 7e where the Z-intensity is a ratio of the integrated area of the MWCNT G′ peak to that of the polymer peak at 
approximately 3067 cm− 1. (b) Line scan profile of the intensity ratio of MWCNT-to-polymer along the dashed white line in (a). (c) Raman spectra at three locations, 
indicated by colored dots in (b). 
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common surface characterization techniques in the nanocomposite in-
dustry. Therefore, this observation suggests that when multiple tech-
niques are involved, the order of characterization is critical for accurate 
characterization. 

This study demonstrates that all three techniques, XPS, Raman and 
SEM, are capable of detecting MWCNTs in the nanocomposites and 
therefore can be used to cross-validate results. XPS is mostly limited by 
the sample size and the concentration of MWCNTs. While XPS is more 
surface sensitive, only bulk samples with a clearly resolved spectral 
feature are suitable for XPS analysis. Unlike XPS, Raman can be 

performed on either bulk or thin film samples. In this study, Raman is 
capable of detecting the lowest MWCNT mass loading (0.01%). It should 
be noted that although industrial protocol was followed to produce the 
nanocomposites, MWCNTs are distributed in clusters regardless of 
loading concentration, and the localized concentrations of MWCNTs in 
the clusters made low concentration detection practical. Both XPS and 
Raman can provide information about the chemical composition of the 
sample, while SEM provides information about the structural composi-
tion. The tradeoff to sensitive Raman chemical imaging is a long 
acquisition time (hours). Indeed, XPS and Raman have both been 

Fig. 9. 1% MWCNT polymer composite of 500 nm thickness film on a TEM grid imaged by SEM and Raman. At each point of the Raman mapping, the integrated area 
ratio of G′ to the polymer peak at 3067 cm− 1 is plotted to yield the image of MWCNT concentration and distribution. (a) SEM SE image of large area containing 
multiple windows. (b) BF-STEM image of single window indicated by yellow box in (a). (c) Raman mapping of the same window in (b) plotted on top of the SEM 
STEM image. (d) SEM image of smaller area in (b) indicated by red box. (e) Raman mapping of the same area as (d). (f) overlapping image of (d) and (e). Note this 
sample has 3x the MWCNT loading compared to Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 

Fig. 10. (a) Raman re-map of the same area as in Fig. 7 (c) after SEM. Instead of distinct MWCNT and polymer peaks, a broad fluorescence band is observed in the 
Raman spectra. An example spectrum is shown in (b). The Raman map in (a) is constructed with the ratio of intensity at approximately 2700 cm− 1, the G′ peak, to 
that at approximately 3067 cm− 1, the polymer peak. 
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employed in the current study and previously to identify poor disper-
sions of MWCNTs in polymeric matrices by evaluating differences in 
conductivity between epoxy rich composite and MWCNT rich aggre-
gates[27,43,44]. While unable to accurately quantify low concentra-
tions of MWCNTs, the XPS is capable of noting the impact of increasing 
MWCNTs in these ‘epoxy rich’ regions of the composite as decreases in 
the magnitude of differential charging. In contrast, Raman is quite 
capable of detecting and quantifying much lower concentrations of 
MWCNTs in composites. Future studies could include the suit of mea-
surement techniques spanning length scales; XPS and Raman imaging 
along with microscopy, to directly relate the conductivity changes to the 
dispersion/percolation of the MWCNTs in the epoxy matrix. In contrast, 
SEM can provide high spatially resolved images, down to the single 
MWCNT level (Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2) in minutes. 
However, SEM and STEM requires significant sample preparation 
involving sectioning and coating. A comparison of the three techniques 
is summarized in Supporting Information Table S1. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, Raman, XPS and SEM techniques were leveraged to 
characterize MWCNT nanocomposite samples with nine different 
MWCNT percentages spanning from 0.01% to 1%, and two different 
thicknesses: the bulk sample and 500 nm thin films. In the bulk samples, 
Raman, XPS, and SEM results show general trends of increasing MWCNT 
features in the nanocomposites with higher MWCNT mass loadings. 
Raman was able to detect MWCNT signals from samples with the lowest 
MWCNT loading of 0.01%. Note that although low MWCNT concen-
trations were detected using Raman spectroscopy, this sensitivity is 
likely due to microscale clusters of MWCNTs. In other words, hetero-
geneities in the distribution of the MWCNTs enabled detection at very 
low nanoparticle concentrations. All three characterization techniques, 
Raman, SEM and XPS, indicated a significant inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of MWCNT in the nanocomposite. To evaluate the inhomogeneity of 
MWCNT distribution in the nanocomposites, Raman chemical imaging 
and SEM-STEM techniques were used to investigate 500 nm thick 
nanocomposite films with two different MWCNT percentages. The re-
sults from both techniques located MWCNT “hot spots” or clusters in 
identical locations in these samples. The study also indicates a charac-
terization order to be followed: Raman chemical imaging needs to be 
performed before SEM analysis to avoid sample damage or 
contamination. 
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